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Collective radial flow of light fragments from40Ar145Sc reactions at beam energies between 35 and 115
MeV/nucleon has been investigated using the Michigan State University 4p Array. The mean transverse
kinetic energŷ Et& of the different fragment types increases with event centrality and increases as a function
of the incident beam energy. Comparison of our measured values of^Et& shows agreement with predictions of
Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck model and WIX multifragmentation model calculations. The radial flow ex-
tracted from^Et& accounts for approximately half of the emitted particle’s energy for the heavier fragments
(Z>4! at the highest beam energy studied.@S0556-2813~96!00510-9#

PACS number~s!: 25.70.Pq
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Collective motion of nucleons in heavy-ion collisions o
fers a glimpse at the true many-body effects not presen
simple superpositions of individual two-body interaction
Derivation of an equation of state~EOS! for nuclear matter
has been the main motivation for studying the collective
fects resulting from these collisions. Collective radial expa
sion of particle emission from central nuclear collision
termed radial flow, was originally postulated to explain th
observed differences in the slopes of the inclusive pion a
proton energy spectra@1#. Radial flow was primarily attrib-
uted to the conversion of thermal and compressional ene
into work through a pressure gradient in the hydrodynam
limit @1,2#. Consequently, the fragments acquire a net o
ward radial velocity in addition to their random thermal com
ponent, which is evident from the increased curvature in
single-particle energy spectrum. After directed collecti
transverse flow was demonstrated to be a signature of hy
dynamical compression@3#, a study of transverse energy pro
duction@4# was undertaken, aimed at accounting for the d
crepancy between the measured and calculated thermal m
transverse energies. In that investigation, approximately 4
of the total kinetic energy in the center-of-mass~c.m.! frame
was reported to be converted into compressional energy
the moment of highest density@4#. Subsequent work@5–12#
for heavy systems at relatively high beam energies (>100
MeV/nucleon! has also revealed that radial flow is a maj
contribution to the energy dissipation in the disassembly p
cess of excited nuclear matter.

Indications are that radial flow persists down into th
intermediate-beam-energy regime@13–20# and is also impor-
tant for spectator emission from the excited projectileli
fragment@8,20#. This radial flow phenomenon may even lea
to the transient formation of hollow structures such
bubbles or toroids@21# at these projectile energies. W
present results from a systematic study for the incident be
energy and impact parameter dependence of collective ra
flow for a relatively light system in this energy regime. Com
parisons to predictions of Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbe
54556-2813/96/54~4!/1681~7!/$10.00
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~BUU! model and WIX multifragmentation model calcula-
tions showing agreement with our measured values of rad
flow observables are presented. We shall show that the re
tive contribution of collective radial flow extracted from the
mean transverse kinetic energy accounts for approximat
half of the emitted particle’s energy for the heavier frag
ments (Z>4! at the highest beam energy studied here.

The present measurements were carried out with t
Michigan State University 4p Array @22# at the National
Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory~NSCL! using beams
from the K1200 cyclotron. A target of 1.0 mg/cm2 Sc was
bombarded with40Ar projectiles ranging in energy between
35 and 115 MeV/nucleon in 10 MeV/nucleon steps. Bea
intensities were approximately 100 electrical pA. Prior t
this experiment, the MSU 4p Array was upgraded with the
High Rate Array~HRA!. The HRA is a close-packed pen-
tagonal configuration of 45 phoswich detectors, spannin
laboratory polar angles 3°&u lab&18°. With the HRA we
obtainedZ resolution up to the charge of the40Ar projectile
and mass resolution for the hydrogen isotopes. The array h
good granularity, minimum dead area, and high data ra
capability. Low-energy thresholds for the HRA are approx
mately 13, 15, 32, and 37 MeV/nucleon, for fragments wit
Z 5 1, 3, 12, and 18, respectively.

The main ball of the MSU 4p Array consists of 170
phoswich detectors~arranged in 20 hexagonal and 10 pen
tagonal subarrays! covering 18°&u lab&162°. The 30 Bragg
curve counters~BCC’s! installed in front of the hexagonal
and pentagonal subarrays were operated in ion cham
mode with a pressure of 125 Torr of C2F6 gas. The hexago-
nal anodes of the five most forward BCC’s are segmente
resulting in a total of 55 separateDE detectors~the BCC’s
served asDE detectors for charged particles that stopped
the fast plastic scintillator of the main ball!. Consequently,
the main ball was capable of detecting charged fragmen
from Z51 to Z516, with mass resolution for the hydrogen
isotopes in the phoswiches. Low-energy thresholds were a
1681 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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1682 54R. PAK et al.
proximately 18, 3.5, and 7 MeV/nucleon for fragments wi
Z 5 1, 3, and 12, respectively. Data were taken with a mi
mum bias trigger that required at least one hit in the HR
~HRA-1 data! and a more central trigger where at least tw
hits in the main ball~Ball-2 data! were required. The radia
flow analysis described below was performed with the Bal
data.

The importance of selecting central events to search fo
radial flow signal has been emphasized@6,9,12,14,17# be-
cause stopping power, compression, and equilibration are
pected to be greatest for collisions at small impact para
eters. We assign the impact parameterb of each event
through cuts on centrality variables@23# measured with the
improved acceptance of the upgraded MSU 4p Array. The
centrality variable chosen for the present analysis was
midrapidity charge of each eventZmr , as defined in Ref.
@24#. Using methods similar to those detailed in Ref.@25#,
Zmr is found to be an appropriate variable to use as a c
trality filter for this system over the range of beam energ
studied and does not autocorrelate with the radial flow o
servables. Events with largerZmr correspond to events with
smaller impact parameters.

As an example of the method used for impact parame
selection, events with midrapidity charge in the top 10%
the impact-parameter-inclusiveZmr spectrum for the Ball-2
data were assigned to the most central bin. This correspo
to a reduced impact parameter ofb̂5(b/bmax)<0.32 as cal-
culated through a simple geometric prescription@23#, where
bmax represents the largest impact parameter leading t
triggered event. Comparison of events from the Ball-2 tr
ger to those from the less selective HRA-1 trigger impli
thatbmax50.8860.04(Rproj1Rtarg), whereRproj1Rtarg is the
sum of the projectile and target radii. This results in a co
rectedb̂<0.28 for the top 10% most central Ball-2 event
Details of this correction method and the remaining reduc
impact parameter bins used in the analysis below are gi
elsewhere@26#.

In addition to selecting central collisions to search for
radial flow signal, reaction products should be measured
90° in the center-of-mass~c.m.! frame to suppress the con
tamination by spectator emission and directed flow effe
@1,5,7,12#. We show in Fig. 1 the effect of placing variou
centrality and angular gating conditions on the data. T
mean transverse kinetic energy^Et& is plotted versus the
mass numberA for fragments up to carbon from40Ar1
45Sc reactions at a beam energy of 115 MeV/nucleon. T
errors shown are statistical. A systematic increase in the
ues of^Et& for central events without any angular cut~solid
squares! is observed for all fragments over the inclusiv
~open squares! data set. The values of^Et& for these two data
types have been multiplied by a factor of 3 halves for co
parison to the data at 90° in the c.m. frame (uc.m.590°) in
accordance with Ref.@5#. The values of̂ Et& again show an
increase for all fragments over the inclusive values, wh
only fragments at 90°615° in the c.m. frame with no restric-
tion on impact parameter~open circles! are considered. The
azimuthal rings of detectors at laboratory polar angles cor
sponding to this range of angles in the c.m. frame were u
to construct this gating condition. Finally, the central eve
set at 90°615° in the c.m. frame~solid circles! systemati-
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cally shows the largest values for^Et&, demonstrating the
importance of satisfying both conditions in searching for
radial flow signal. The trends are essentially preserved f
the protons, deuterons, and tritons although the differenc
between data types are not as pronounced due to contrib
tions from preequilibrium emission, and because radial flo
has been shown to be smaller for lighter particle specie
@1,5,14,17#. These selection criteria were applied to the dat
in the analysis described below.

In Fig. 2 we display the dependence of^Et& on the inci-
dent beam energy for the different fragment types at tw
reduced impact parameter bins. The data are for40Ar1
45Sc reactions atuc.m.590°615°, and the errors shown are
statistical. The reduced impact parameter bins were dete
mined as in Ref.@26# ~the values ofb/bmax correspond to the
upper limit of each bin!. For the more central events dis-
played in the lower panel, the values of^Et& show a mono-
tonic increase as the beam energy increases for all partic
types which becomes particularly dramatic for the large
mass fragments. This is in striking contrast to the more p
ripheral event set shown in the upper panel, for which th
values of ^Et& exhibit a gradual increase as a function o
beam energy regardless of mass. The difference in the valu
of ^Et& at each beam energy in the upper panel betwee
fragment types is mainly attributed to the difference in th
low-energy thresholds in the BCC’s for the different particle
types and should not be interpreted as a deviation from the
mal equilibrium. This difference~an effect also present in the
lower panel! can be made to vanish if an artificial common
threshold equal to the low-energy threshold in the BCC’s fo
carbon is made in the software on the other particle type
The apparent leveling of̂Et& for heavier fragments in cen-
tral collisions at beam energies below 55 MeV/nucleon i
also mainly an artifact of these low-energy thresholds.

At the higher beam energies, where low-energy threshol
have a less significant effect, the dramatic increase in th
values of^Et& for the heavier fragments produced in centra

FIG. 1. Mean transverse kinetic energy from40Ar145Sc reac-
tions at 115 MeV/nucleon versus fragment mass number for vario
centrality and angular gating conditions as defined in the inset a
the text. The lines are included to guide the eye.
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54 1683RADIAL FLOW IN 40 Ar145Sc REACTIONS AT . . .
collisions is linked to larger values of the radial flow energ
This is in contrast to expectations of a purely thermal sou
for which the different particle types are emitted with th
same mean kinetic energy. For comparison we show in
lower panel the predictions of a purely thermal model calc
lation, the fireball model@27#, at each of the projectile ener
gies ~asterisks!. These calculations were not corrected f
detector acceptance effects. The large values of^Et& for the
heavy fragments (Z>4! in central collisions at the higher
beam energy underscore the importance of radial flow in
nuclear disassembly process for these events.

To examine more thoroughly the impact parameter dep
dence of^Et&, we present in Fig. 3 the mean transverse
netic energy for the different particle types plotted versus
reduced impact parameter at four incident beam energ
Again the data are for40Ar1 45Sc reactions atuc.m.5
90°615° and the errors shown are statistical. The values
b̂5b/bmax correspond to the upper limit of each reduced im
pact parameter bin. Up to a projectile energy of 55 Me
nucleon the data exhibit a constant value of^Et& for each
particle type, while above 55 MeV/nucleon a monotonic ri
in the values of̂Et& occurs as the impact parameter becom
smaller. The rising value of̂Et& with increasing centrality
becomes progressively stronger at higher bombarding e
gies ~the heavier fragments are missing in the largestb̂ bin,
because of the forward focusing effects in fixed target e
periments!. This result is in qualitative agreement with pre
vious data@4# and BUU model calculations@5# for light-
particle emission (p, d, t, and 3He! from collisions for

FIG. 2. Mean transverse kinetic energy of fragments fro
40Ar145Sc reactions at polar anglesuc.m.590°615° versus inci-
dent beam energy for two impact parameters bins. Predictions f
the fireball model@27# are shown in lower panel~asterisks!.
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heavier entrance channels at higher beam energies. The
thors of those works attributed this phenomenon to collectiv
expansion of a blast of light fragments in central collisions

To estimate the magnitude of the mean transverse kine
energy imparted to the fragments in the nuclear disassemb
process, we used a BUU model calculation@28#. In this
model the nucleons are assumed to interact with a colle
tively generated mean field and with each other through two
body collisions which respect the Pauli exclusion principle
Shown in Fig. 4 for central40Ar1 45Sc reactions at four
bombarding energies are results for^Et& of the nucleons as a
function of time. The calculations were performed at a fixe
impact parameter ofb50 for an EOS with compressibility
k5240 MeV and were not corrected for effects due to de
tector acceptance. The upper~lower! panel shows the mean
transverse kinetic energy per nucleon when only particle
that move in a medium whose density is less~greater! than
one-eighth of the normal nuclear densityr050.168
fm23 were included in the calculation. For particles in a

medium withr/r0,
1
8, we found that collisions are no longer

sufficiently frequent to allow conversion of thermal and
compressional energy into collective radial flow, so tha
freeze-out has occurred for these nucleons. The dashed l
in the lower panel represents the value of two-thirds th
Fermi energy of the initial configuration of the system befor
the collision occurs.

The results displayed in Fig. 4 clearly show that in eithe
case the maximum value of^Et& increases as the projectile
energy increases. The present calculations are consistent w
a scenario@17# in which the maximum density is reached
when the colliding nuclei stop completely within each othe
and the maximum flow energy is attained shortly afterward
A higher projectile energy results in more compressional en
ergy stored during the collision, which is subsequently re
leased as radial flow energy. The rate of this energy transf
is very rapid with the entire process occurring in less than 6
fm/c. This tends to rule out evaporative decay processes
the source of intermediate-mass fragment production@14,17#
at these projectile energies. The maximum values of^Et& in
the lower panel are the same whether only particles in m

m

rom

FIG. 3. Mean transverse kinetic energy of fragments from
40Ar145Sc reactions at polar anglesuc.m.590°615° versus the re-
duced impact parameter at four incident beam energies.
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1684 54R. PAK et al.
dium with r/r0.
1
8 are considered or all particles are in

cluded in the calculation, similar to what was reported
Ref. @17#. Although the maximum density attained by th
colliding nuclei was sensitive to the nuclear EOS~a larger
compression is achieved for a soft EOS than a stiff EOS!, the
EOS had only a minor influence on the mean transverse
netic energy. The Coulomb interaction was also found
have only a small effect on the maximum value of^Et& for
40Ar1 45Sc, slightly decreasing the height of the first pe
due to the greater repulsion.

To compare the data to the values of^Et& predicted by the
BUU model calculations, we replot the lower panel of Fig.
rescaling the vertical axis to energy per nucleon as shown
Fig. 5. This is done because our BUU calculations invol
only nucleons; i.e., no fragments withA.1 are produced in
the calculations. The data for deuterons and tritons are a
displayed. The solid triangles in Fig. 5 are the maximu
values of ^Et& at the respective bombarding energies e
tracted from the top panel of Fig. 4 for the case where o

particles in medium withr/r0,
1
8 are included in the calcu-

lation. There is surprising agreement between these po
and the data for the protons~open stars!. To extract the maxi-
mum values of^Et& for the case where only particles in

medium withr/r0.
1
8 are considered, two-thirds of the valu

of the Fermi energy for the initial configuration~dashed line!

FIG. 4. Mean transverse kinetic energy per nucleon for40Ar1
45Sc reactions at four bombarding energies as a function of ti
from BUU theory@28#. The calculations are at a fixed impact pa
rameter ofb50 for a medium EOS. The upper~lower! panel shows
^Et& when only particles that move in a medium whose density
less ~greater! than one-eighth of the normal nuclear density a
included in the calculation.
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is subtracted from the value of the height of the first peak f
each projectile energy shown in the lower panel of Fig.
These values, plotted as solid circles in Fig. 5, show goo
agreement with the data for fragments withZ> 2. Although
our BUU calculations involve only nucleons, we are stil
able to delineate the approximate limits on the value
^Et& as a function of incident beam energy reasonably we
This lends further support to the interpretation of the disa
sembly mechanism garnered from the model, as outlin
above.

Using our measured values of^Et&, we calculated the ra-
dial expansion velocitybflow for the heavier fragments at the
highest beam energy where the flow signal is the most pr
nounced. The mean transverse kinetic energy may be writ
as

^Et&5 2
3 ^Ethermal&1^Eradial&5T1^Eradial&, ~1!

because cross terms between the collective and the rand
thermal components vanish on the average@8#. The sum of
the initial expansive flow and the Coulomb induced energ
can be nonrelativistically approximated by@7,10#:

^Eradial&5Eflow1ECoulomb

5
3

5 F12mfc
2bflow

2 1
Zf~ZS2Zf !e

2

RS
G , ~2!

where subscriptS refers to the source andf to the fragment
type. In this expression, we have assumedZS539 and
RS58 fm, representing the maximum Coulomb repulsio
from the equilibrated compound source. The radial expa
sion velocities determined in the present calculation are i
sensitive to the difference in source size with those report
from fragment coalescence@29#. A temperature parameter of
T528 MeV for an incident beam energy of 115 MeV
nucleon was extracted from a single-source Maxwe
Boltzmann~MB! fit to the proton energy spectrum for centra

me
-

is
re

FIG. 5. Mean transverse kinetic energy per nucleon of fra
ments from central40Ar145Sc reactions at polar anglesuc.m.

5 90°615° versus incident beam energy compared with predictio
of BUU model calculations. The lines are included to guide the ey
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54 1685RADIAL FLOW IN 40 Ar145Sc REACTIONS AT . . .
collisions atuc.m.590°615°. Protons were used to dete
mine this temperature because the radial flow compon
least affects the energy spectrum for the light-particle spec
@1,5,14,17#. Under these assumptions we find a radial expa
sion velocity for the Li, Be, B, and C fragments ofbflow
' 0.1560.03 ~the accuracy achieved is about620%!.

Repeating this procedure with the values of^Et& predicted
by our BUU model calculation for the case where only pa

ticles in medium withr/r0.
1
8 are considered, we calculat

bflow'0.1860.02 for these heavier fragments. These valu
for T and bflow are also in reasonable agreement with t
values we extracted from single-source fits which includ
collective expansion to the kinetic energy spectra, as d
for higher beam energies in Refs.@1#, @10#, @12#. We found
our data to be rather insensitive to this parametrizat
scheme such that a fairly wide range ofT andbflow resulted
in reasonable fits, and we could not solely rely on th
method to extract these quantities. This could be due t
nonuniform radial velocity profile for the actual decayin
source in our system. In Table I we list for Be fragmen
from 40Ar1 45Sc reactions at each projectile energy: th
measured mean transverse kinetic energy, the tempera
from MB fits to the proton spectra, the calculated radial e
pansion velocity, and the relative fraction of the radial flo
energy given byEflow/^Et&. A value of 15 MeV was used for
the Coulomb repulsion of theZ54 fragments in the determi-
nation of these radial flow quantities. Similar trends in t
values of these parameters were found for the other fragm
types withZ>2. The percentages reported in the last colum
of this table are additional evidence that radial flow is
major contribution to the energy dissipation in the disasse
bly process of excited nuclear matter.

For a value of 50% in the relative fraction of the radi
flow energy, we have simulated collective radial expans
of light fragment emission in heavy-ion collisions using th
statistical multifragmentation model called WIX@30#. The
WIX code generated events in which a single source de
cites via explosion and evaporation with this specified c
lective expansion energy at freeze-out. The calculations
cluded the Coulomb interaction between fragments, and
default parameters were used to characterize the level d

TABLE I. The incident beam energy, the measured me
transverse kinetic energy, the temperature, the radial expansion
locity, and the relative fraction of the radial flow energy for B
fragments from central40Ar145Sc collisions at polar angles
uc.m.590°615°.

Ebeam ^Et& T bflow Eflow/^Et&
~AMeV! ~MeV! ~MeV! (v/c) ~%!

115 109 28 0.16 61
105 104 26 0.16 61
95 91 25 0.14 56
85 84 23 0.14 55
75 73 21 0.12 51
65 65 20 0.11 46
55 54 17 0.09 41
45 48 14 0.09 42
35 46 12 0.09 41
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sity, explosion threshold energy, and spacial configuration
the decaying source. The simulated events were analyz
with the same radial flow routine as for the actual data.
Fig. 6 we show a comparison between data and simulati
for the excitation functions of the mean transverse kinet
energy for various light fragment types. The open symbo
are data from central40Ar1 45Sc reactions at polar angles
uc.m.5 90°615° ~as in the lower panel of Fig. 2!. The solid
symbols are the predictions of the WIX multifragmentatio
model assuming half the available energy of the disassem
process is associated with radial flow. The effects of th
experimental acceptance included in these filtered simu
tions were experimental upper- and lower-energy threshold
target shadowing, dead area within and between detecto
double hits, and malfunctioning detectors. The errors show
are statistical, and the dashed lines are included only to gu
the eye. Similar trends are present in the filtered simulatio
of the other particle types not shown for clarity. The agree
ment between data and simulation demonstrates that
measured radial flow is not merely an artifact of our detect
acceptance or analysis method. The discrepancy for heav
fragments at the lowest beam energy is attributed to effe
not accounted for in our software filter and the inadequacy
the WIX model at this low incident energy. At 35 MeV/
nucleon, 50% of the available energy represents only'0.1
MeV/nucleon for flow in each direction that is input to the
model calculation after taking the binding energy into ac
count. This is essentially no flow, and a higher proportion o
flow results in unphysical predictions for the temperature
this low incident energy. The agreement between data a
simulation at the higher beam energies in Fig. 6 further su
stantiates our claim that approximately half of the emitte
particle’s energy originates from collective radial expansio
for these incident energies.

In summary, we have investigated collective radial flow
of light fragments from40Ar1 45Sc reactions at beam ener-

FIG. 6. Mean transverse kinetic energy of fragments from ce
tral 40Ar145Sc reactions at polar anglesuc.m.590°615° versus in-
cident beam energy compared with predictions of WIX model@30#
calculations assuming half the available energy is associated w
radial flow. The lines are included to guide the eye.
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gies in the rangeE535–115 MeV/nucleon using the
MSU 4p Array. The mean transverse kinetic energy of t
different fragment types increases with event centrality a
increases as a function of the incident beam energy. Co
parison of our measured values of^Et& shows agreement
with predictions of BUU and WIX model calculations. Th
radial flow extracted from̂Et& accounts for approximately
he
nd
m-

e

half of the emitted particle’s energy for the heavier fra
ments (Z>4! at the highest beam energy studied.
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